Certificate Reference Number: 2264508177

Confirmation
Certificate
This vehicle has been checked with HPI - the industry’s leading vehicle check specialist
VRM Held by cap hpi:

WP14PGU

VIN Held by cap hpi:

***************50

Details held by cap hpi:

WHITE BMW
125D M SPORT AUTO
5 Door Hatchback

Plate Transfer:

Checked and Clear

Certificate Release Date:

17/06/16

Dealer Details:

0437789, DB

Dealer Reference:

WP14PGU

Dealer Address:

Others 1995cc Diesel

HICALIBRECARS.COM

77018889

MERCEDES BENZ PORSCHE BMW

Engine Number:

PO BOX 454
Number of Keepers:
DVLA/DVLNI Export marker:
Previous Colour:
CO2 Rating:
VRM/VIN Match:

17 06 2014

TITCHFIELD

Two

FAREHAM

No

HAMPSHIRE

None

PO143ZH

124
Matched

Security Watch:

Checked and Clear

Stolen Vehicles:

Checked and Clear

Outstanding Finance:

Checked and Clear

Condition Alert:

Checked and Clear

Condition Inspected:

Checked and Clear

Date and Time Of Enquiry:
Vehicle Registration Mark (VRM) Supplied:

***************50
Mileage Reading Supplied:

Condition Alert
Has a car been ‘written-off’ by an insurance company
following major damage or theft? The HPI Check searches
over 14 million records to make sure the vehicle is not a
total loss or now belongs to an insurer.

VIN Match
Compares the Vehicle Registration Mark (VRM) against
the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), where your
dealer has provided both, to try to detect a ‘ringer’ or
“clone”, i.e. a stolen vehicle with a false identity.

Condition Inspected
HPI has a unique register of former damaged ‘write-offs’
which have passed an inspection against a Thatcham
approved standard to confirm the integrity of the repairs.

First Registration
HPI confirms the vehicle’s first date of registration in the
UK to help establish the true value of the vehicle.
Outstanding Finance
Over half of new cars are bought using finance
agreements, making them the property of the finance
company until the debt is cleared. HPI has over 7 million
records on this register, against which this vehicle has
been searched to highlight any outstanding debt.

the genuine article

WP14PGU

Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) Supplied:

This certificate tells you whether this
vehicle has been given the ‘all clear’ by HPI
after a comprehensive search on the
following registers:

Vehicle Identity
Does the vehicle match the description recorded at DVLA?
Details of all road registered vehicles are recorded at HPI
and the HPI Check reflects information recorded on the
vehicle’s official V5 document.

17/06/2016 18:47:30

Stolen Vehicles
Any vehicle currently recorded by the police as stolen or
missing is highlighted in the search.
Security Watch
Some vehicles such as hire cars, are at special risk from
fraud or theft. This register checks for vehicles that are
flagged as ‘at risk’ and being offered for sale without the
owner’s consent.
Plate Transfer
Plate transfers are perfectly legal, but can be used to cover
a dubious past. An HPI Check will automatically pinpoint
all plate transfers since April 1990 and make sure that
none of the prior identities have anything to hide.

29000

Mileage
The National Mileage Register (NMR), with over 125
million readings, can help reveal discrepancies in a
vehicle’s mileage history.
If you would like further information on the HPI Check
for this vehicle, then please call our Validation Hotline
on: 0845 301 1844. (Mon- Fri 8am to 8pm; Sat 8am to
5pm; Sun 10am to 5pm).
HPI Checks are not transferable. The results shown above,
for the VRM or VIN provided, were believed to be correct on
the date and time they were supplied to the HPI subscriber
whose name appears above. These details are very likely to
change over time. To conduct your own HPI Check, with a
£30,000 guarantee (subject to terms and conditions), visit
www.hpicheck.com or call 01722 422 422.
HPI Limited
Dolphin House, New Street, Salisbury SP1 2PH
Tel: 01722 422 422
web: www.hpi.co.uk
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Date First Registered in UK:

